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Last weeks:

Word embeddings from a probabilistic modelling perspective

Now:

Statistics literature (no graphical models). We will draw the graphical models.

Mixture Model:

yi D fyi1; � � � ; yipg

example applications:

� genetics: allele of person i at location j

� survey: response of person i on question j

Dunson and Xing 2009 [2]:

"Product of Multinomial Model"

�c1���cp D p.yi jzi/ D

pY
jD1

�
yij

zi ;j

where

�ckj WD p.yi D cjzj D k/

The model captures trade-off between latent class vs. background distribution,
which doesn’t differ person by person but question by question.
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Stickbreaking Prior (SB):

� � SB.ˇ/
zi � �

yi � p.yi jzi/

where for scalar ˇ

vk � Beta.1; ˇ/

�k D vk

k�1Y
iD1

.1 � vi/

This prior let’s us define an infinite mixture model.

Connection to dirichlet process DP.˛G0/ as discrete random measure. (Any
permutation of the space).P1

iD1 �iı��
i

relates to � � SB.ˇ/. For more details see Sethuraman 1994 [3].

The size-biasedness of � might help resolve identifiability issues.
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Zhou, Bhattacharya, Herring and Dunson 2015 [4]:

Bhattacharya and Dunson 2012 [1]:

"Mixed Membership Model"

Posterior Computation: Prior is nonconjugate. Need to do Metropolis Hastings
for ˛
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